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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
1.1. The Background 
In a paper published in 1969 Tikhomirov [ 211 determined the 
Kolmogorov widths (see Section 1.2), in the space C([O, 11) of real 
continuous functions on an interval, of the sets 
W m.r = {J-E C([O, 11) :f’r-” is abs. continuous, I]fcr’ (Icf < 1 }, 
r = 1, 2,... In a series of extremely interesting papers Micchelli and Pinkus 
generalized and extended Tikhomirov’s results. The papers of Micchelli and 
Pinkus with which we are most concerned are [ 12, 13, 14, and 181. Taylor’s 
theorem provides a representation of each function f E W,., as 
f(s) = k(s) + io’ (Try!; ’ f”‘(f) df, 
where k is a polynomial of degree not greater than r - 1. The kernel 
K&t)= ‘s--$ 
r . 
is totally positive [6]. Micchelli and Pinkus determined the Kolmogorov 
widths of sets determined by integral operators the kernels of which satisfy 
certain “total positivity” conditions. The integral operators which they 
considered in [ 12, 13, 141 act either from L”([O, 11) into L4([0, 11) 
(1 <qQ co) ([12, 141) or from Lp([O, 11) (1 QP< co) into L’([O, 1]) 
([13, 141). In [14] (and in passing, in [ 121) they related the Kolmogorov 
widths to best approximations to the integral operators by operators of given 
finite rank. 
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It is the purpose of the present account to show that all the results can be 
described systematically, and in a unified way, in terms of a restricted finite 
rank approximation to integral operators. This is achieved by considering a 
more general situation for which the principal “total positivity” condition 
takes a self-dual form (Section 2.1 Condition (Cl)). In this situation the 
results for integral operators T: Lp + L’ are related precisely, by duality, to 
those for integral operators T: L”O -+ Lq. 
Tikhomirov [21], developing certain results of his first celebrated paper 
[20] on Kolmogorov widths, also determined all the Kolmogorov widths, in 
the space c’ of real 2x-periodic continuous functions, of the sets 
R0.r = {f E c’: ffr-‘) abs. continuous, I/f(‘) (loci < 1 }, 
r = 1, 2,... The present exposition is partly an outcome of examining the 
question whether any of the results developed by Micchelli and Pinkus in a 
non-periodic context has an analogue which generalises Tikhomirov’s 
periodic result. The self-dual total positivity condition emerged from this 
examination and is precisely what is needed. However the theorem for the 
periodic situation which emerges is-relative to the non-periodic results-a 
rather special and restricted one concerning convolution operators. The only 
example we can give to which the result applies is that which is implicit in 
Tikhomirov’s discussion-though we expect that other examples can be 
obtained theoretically by convolution with Cyclic Polya Frequency functions 
(see 161). 
This paper was first written before the author had seen the paper by 
Pinkus [ 181 which also considers the periodic situation. There is a non- 
trivial intersection between that paper and Section 3 of this one: the case 
a = 0 of Section 3 is contained in [ 181. It is possible (or likely) that a unified 
treatment of the results of Section 3 and [ 181 could be developed. The 
present paper has been revised a little in the light of [ 181: by developing one 
of the arguments of [ 181 and by giving effect to [ 18, Remark 3.11 it is shown 
that one of our original hypotheses (the conclusion of Theorem 3.1.1) is a 
consequence of the others. In revising the paper we have also added an 
abstract duality theorem (1.2.2). 
The literature of n-widths is now extensive. Amongst those papers whose 
concerns are close to those of this paper there are those by Makovoz [ 111 
and Ligun [9] which discuss n-widths in the periodic situation and use quite 
different methods, one by Micchelli and Pinkus [ 151 and a recent paper by 
Dyn [4] which develops some of the results of Micchelli and Pinkus in 
different directions; the latter two papers are explicitly concerned with finite 
rank approximations to integral operators. 
In the remainder of the introduction, Section 1.2, the necessary definitions 
which relate to widths and finite rank approximation are formulated in an 
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abstract context. The main non-periodic results are described in Section 2.1. 
A more precise description of their relation to the results of Micchelli and 
Pinkus is given at the end of Section 2.1. Section 2.3 is concerned with the 
“immediate” consequences of the total positivity conditions. Main Theorem 
2.3.6 of this section can be described as a theorem of “variation diminishing 
type.” Such theorems are discussed at length in [6]. The techniques and 
arguments used here are essentially straightforward extensions of those in 
[ 141. They appear to be efficient; they apply with minor exceptions and with 
only notational variations to both the non-periodic and the periodic 
situations. 
The heart of the non-periodic discussion in [21] is a variational problem. 
In [ 141 there are two. Section 2.4 is concerned with a common extension of 
those problems, and the development draws upon both [21, 141. However, 
there are two cases which require some separate discussion. One relates to 
Lm([O, 11) and the other to Lq([O, 11) for 1 <q < co. In the former case the 
discussion is of a slightly different nature to that in [21, 141 and the related 
paper [ 121. At this point the general results relating to Lm([O, 11) fail to 
capture the entire information given by Tikhomirov’s argument in the 
particular case considered by him. 
1.2. The Abstract Situation 
Let E and F be normed linear spaces. All the spaces with which we will be 
concerned are real, but the general definitions of this section apply equally to 
complex spaces. Let ip(E, F) denote the set of bounded linear operators of E 
into F. 
We begin with some definitions which are now standard. If T E Y(E, F) 
then, for each non-negative integer n, 
a,,(T) = info] T- T’]] : T’ E Y(E, F), rank T’ < n). 
In the terminology of Pietsch [ 161, (a,(T)),>, is the sequence of upprox- 
imation numbers of T. If T’ E ip(E, F), rank T’ < n and 
II T- 7-11 =a,(T) 
we will say that “T’ is extremal for a,(Z)“. 
If x E F and L c F then the distance of x from L is 
If .Y& F then the deviation of X from L is 
S(X, L) = S,(X, L) = sup(d(x, L) :x E X}. 
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The Kolmogorou n-width of X in F (originally defined in [7]) is 
d&Y, F) = inf{G(X, I,) : L a subspace of F, dim L < n }. 
For any normed linear space E let E, denote the closed unit ball 
(x E E : llxll< 1) of E. If TE Y(E, F) the Kolmogorov numbers [ 161 of T 
are defined by 
MT) = WIE,), F). 
The sequences of approximation numbers and Kolmogorov numbers of an 
operator are examples of s-number sequences which were introduced and 
studied by Pietsch [16]. 
In order to discuss restricted finite rank approximation to certain integral 
operators we require extensions of these definitions. Let M, be a subspace of 
F of finite dimension u and let Nb be a subspace of the dual E* of E of finite 
dimension b. Then Ni = {x E E : (x,f) = 0 for all f E Nb) is a closed linear 
subspace of codimension b in E. For T E Y(E, F) and n > a define 
a,(T; M,, N,I) 
= inf( ]I T - T’ I] : T’ E 9(E, F), dim T’(Nt) < n, Ma G TV:) 1, 
and 
k,(T; M,, N;) = d,(M, + T(N,I n E,), F). 
Thus a,,(T; {0), E) = a,(r) and k,(T; (O}, E) = k,(T). 
In the situation which will be considered the equality 
will hold. The next lemma concerns relations which hold generally. 
Statements of the form “P is extremal for Q” will be made with their natural 
meaning. 
Let J : Ni: -+ E be the inclusion mapping, and let rc : F + F/M, be the 
quotient mapping. Then 7cTJ E Y(Nt, F/M,) is the composite 
N1 &E-r, FA F/M,. 6 
1.2.1. LEMMA. (i) 
a,(r; Ma, N;) 2 a,-,(zTJ) 2 k,-,(7cTJ) = k,,(T; M,, N;). 
(ii) If, for some n>u, u,(~,M,, N,i) =k,(T,M,, Ni) and T’ is 
extremul for u,(T, Ma, Ni) then nT’J is extremul for a,-,(nTJ) and the 
sub!puce T’(Ni) is extremul for k,( T, Ma, Nk). 
The proof involves only straightforward calculations. 
The final result of this section is a duality theorem. 
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1.2.2. THEOREM. IfdimE~n+b,dimF~n+bandTE~(E,F)isa 
compact linear operator then 
Proof: This result in the case in which M, = (0) and N,, = (0} is 
attributed by Pietsch [ 16 J to Hutton; ail the elements of a proof are 
contained in [8, pp. 33-341. 
The theorem will follow from the three inequalities 
a,(R M,, Nt) 2 anma+dT*; N,, Mi) > a,(T**; M,, fii) > a,(T; Ma, Nk). 
(1) (2) (3) 
It is convenient here to identify E and F with their canonical images in E * * 
and F** and M, (which is of finite dimension) with its second anihilator 
(Mi)’ in F* *. The anihilators of Nb in E and E * * are denoted by Nt and 
@, respectively. 
Consider the mappings 
and 
where S E Y(E, F), M, G S(Ni) and dim S(Ni)< n. There are 
isomorphisms (F/Ma)* z M,’ and (Nt)* z E */Nb. Therefore 
rank(lr’S*J’) = rank(lrSJ)* = rank ;rrSJ = dim S(Ni) - a < n - a 
and 
dim S*(Mi) = rank(n’S*J’) + dim S*(M,I) n N, 
<n-a+dimS*(M~)nN,. 
Now 
dim(ker S *) r‘l M,’ = dim M,’ - dim S *(M,i) 
= dim F* - a - dim S*(Mi) 
> dim F - n - dim S*(il4:) n N, 
>b-dimS*(Mj)nN,. 
It is now easily shown that for any E > 0 there exists S’ E Y(F*, E*) such 
that 1) S* - S’ I] < E, Nb & S’(Mi) and dim S’(Mi) < n - a + b. Then 
I] T* - S’ ]I < )I T* - S* I] + E = /I T - S I] + E. This proves inequality (1). If 
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dim E > n + b then dim E* > (n - a + b) + a. Inequality (2) follows by 
applying (1) to u~-~+~(T*; N,, M,I) in place of a,(T; M,, N,I). 
Now suppose that S E p(E**, F**), M, E S(Nk) and dim S(#t) < n 
and let E > 0. Then I] T- SIEj] < 1) T** - S/I and dim S(Ni) < 
n - (a - dim(S(Ni) n M,)). Also 
dim(ker S n Ni) = dim Ni - dim S(Ni) 
> dim E - (n + b) + (a - dim S(N,I) n M,). 
Consequently there exists S’ E Y(E, F**) such that (] SI, - S’II < E and 
M,GS’(N~),~~~S’(N,I)<~.T~~~(]T-S’]I<~]T**-S]I+E. 
The operator T is compact so there exists a finite s-net { y, = TX, : 
k = l,..., m} for T(E,). Let D = sp(S’(E) U {y, ,..., y,}). Then there exists 
P : D + F such that lIDI < 1 + E and Py = y for y E D n F ([8, l.e.601). Let 
S” = DS’. If x E E, then, for some j, ]I TX - Txjll < E and 
11 TX - S”x(I < E + II TX, - S”xII 
= E + 11 DTxj - DS’xll 
< E + (1 + E) 11 TXj - S’X 11 
< E + (1 + E)(E + ]I TX - S’x)I) 
( 2.5 + E* + (1 + E) 1) T - S’ 1). 
Therefore )( T - S”]] < 3~ + 2a2 + (1 + E) I] T** - S]I. Inequality (3) now 
follows. 
2. INTEGRAL OPERATORS BETWEEN Lp SPACES 
2.1. Statement of Principal Results 
Henceforth linear spaces will be real and functions will be real-valued. The 
discussion in the non-periodic situation will be concerned with a continuous 
kernel K E C( [0, 1 ] x [0, 11) and functions k, ,..., k, and g, ,..., g, in 
C( [0, 1 I). The spaces M, and Nb will be M, = sp{ k, ,..., k, } and 
Nb = sp( g, ,..., gb}. We will write 
X = (K; k, ,... , k,; g, ,..., gb) 
and refer to X as “a system.” It may happen that a = 0 or b = 0. We can 
indicate that b = 0, for example, by writing 3 = (K; k, ,..., k, ; 0). To each 
kernel K and system jtr = (K; k, ,..., k, ; g, ,..., gb) there are transposed kernel 
and system defined by 
K’(s, t) = K(t, s), X’ = (K’; g, ,..., g,; k, ,..., k,). 
6401341 l-4 
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If K and G are two kernels and f is an integrable function then we will use 
the notations K * G, K * f and f * K, defined by 
(K * G)(s, t) = 1.’ K(s, u) G(u, t) du, 
-0 
(K * f)(s) = f1 K(s, t) f(f) & 
-0 
The space Lp([a, b]) (1 < p < co) will be denoted briefly by Lp and the 
norm off E Lp by Ilf ]lp. Note that in the notation of Section 1.2 the closed 
unit ball of, for example, L ’ is denoted (L’), . If 1 < p < co then p’ will 
denote the conjugate index given by l/p + l/p’ = 1. 
If K is a continuous kernel then for each p, q with 1 < p, q < co there is 
an integral operator 
T,:Lp+Lq 
defined by T,f = K * J We will denote by 1 KI,,, the mixed norm of K 
associated with this operator. Thus, if 1 < p < co and 1 Q q < co 
I KI,,, = 00’ (!b’ I K(s, t)lP’ dt) “” ds) I”. 
If p = 1 or q = co then suprema occur in place of integrals in the formula 
defining JKI,,,. (Th is is not the standard use of the subscripts p, q in ] K Ip,q, 
and, in particular, not the use of [ 141.) The operator norm of T, : Lp -+ Lq 
will be denoted ]I T,ll,,,. For reference we state an elementary fact as a 
proposition 
2.1.1. PROPOSITION. (I T,ll,,, < I KIp,q, and equality holds in the case 
4’03. 
The principal result concerns approximations to K by finite rank kernels 
in the sense of I . ]oo,q and restricted finite rank approximations to both TK: 
L”O+Lq and TK,: Lqr+L’. We make the following definitions: 
a@? I . I,,,) = inf{lK - HI,,, . * dim(H * (Ni n Lp)) < n, iIf, & H * Nk}, 
u,(Z II - II,,,) = a#,; Ma, N; n Lp), 
k,(F,p,q)=d,(M,+K* (N,In (LP),),Lq)=k,(TK;Ma,N;nL"), 
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where TK denotes the integral operator in 4p(Lp, Lq) and Nk now denotes the 
annihilator of Nb in L’. 
The following notation was used in [ 141. Let 
A, = (r = (5 I,..., 5,) E R”: 0 < 5, < a*. < 5, < 1). 
If r E A,,, then it is sometimes (but in Section 2.4 not) convenient o put 
r,=O and r,,,+,= 1. The greek letters < and r, used without subscripts, will 
be reserved for points of some IRm with coordinates increasing, that is, points 
of the form r = (r 1 ,..., r,) with r, < rz < e.. < r,. If r E /ii, the closure of 
A,,, in IR”‘, then h, will denote the step function defined by 
h,(t) = (-l)i for ri < t < ri+ , and i = 0, l,..., m, 
=o for t = ri and i = 0, l,..., m + 1. 
It is convenient o observe at this point that 
(K * h,)(s) = 1’ K(S, t) h,(t) dt 
0 
= 5 2(-l)i~‘j”K(s,t)dt+(-l)m~‘K(s,t)dt. 
i=l 0 0 
Note also that if r E II; then h, = kh,, for T’ in some A,, u < m. 
A major step in the development of the results which concern us was the 
introduction by Tikhomirov [21] of a certain variational problem. In the 
present situation we define, for m > b, 
The Hobby-Rice theorem (see [5, 171 and Remark 2.2.(l)) includes the 
assertion that {r E A; : h, E Nk} is non-empty if m > b. Section 2.4 is 
concerned with the determination of a function k, + K * h,, which is 
extremal for e&Y, q). 
The principal condition under which the results will hold is a total 
positivity condition on the system 3’ = (K; k, ,..., k, ; g, ,..., gb). An extension 
of the notations of [6] and [ 141 is required. If a, /3, p and u are non-negative 
integers such that a + o = /3 + p then 
,r fl,...’ 
( 
i, ; t, ,..., t, 
jl,...,ja; rl,..., 5, 1 
will denote the determinant 
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0 . . . 0 gi,tsl) *** g&J 
b 
0 . . . 0 gi,Ct*) .” gi,Csu> . 
kj,(r, 1 *** kja(t,) K(t,v 51) .*. K(t,. 5,) 
kj,<&) ... kjei5,) K(t,, ~1) ... w&v TV) 
We can allow, for example, /I = 0 and write 
z- . 
G 
0; r, ,..., to 
, v***, j, ; 51 v--*7 5, 1. 
In the notation of [6] 
,r 0; r, v..., r, 
( 0; 5,,...,5, ,=q::::::::::,* 
The main condition on systems 3 which enter into the discussion are 
conditions (Cl) (a “total positivity” condition), (C2) (referred to in [ 141 as 
a “non-degeneracy” condition) and (C3). However, when b # 0 the full force 
of (C2) is invoked at only one point in the argument. Conditions (C4), (C5) 
and (C6) are formulated in order to indicate precisely what the proofs 
require. 
In the statements of the conditions p and u are integers such that p - a = 
o-b>O. 
Condition (Cl(a + 6)). If < E A, and r E A, then 
Condition (Strict C 1 (a + 0)). 
If 0 < r, < * * * <&,<l andO<r,<...<~,<l then 
z 
Condition (C2(a + a)). If r E A, then the functions k, ,..., k,, K(., 5,) ,..., 
K(., 7,) are linearly independent. 
Condition (C3). If r E ,4* then 
b; 0 
; 51 ,..., 56 
= det(gi(rj)) # 0. 
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This means that the functions g,,..., g, satisfy the Haar condition on the 
open interval (0, I), and therefore form a weak Chebyshev system. If b = 0 
Condition (C3) is to be interpreted as vacuous. 
The next condition is weaker than (C2) if b # 0 and at all but one point of 
the argument is adequate. 
Condition (C4(a + 6)). If t E /i, and Q, ,..., aO, p, ,..., j?, are coefficients, 
not all zero. such that 
f Pj drj> = O 
j=l 
for all g E Nb 
then 
i a,kj +.f /l,K(., zj) # 0. 
j=l j=l 
Conditions (C3) and (C4(a + 0)) are related to the next condition. 
Condition (C5(a + a)). If r E A, then there exists l E II, such that 
,..., 6;t-, ,..., &, # 0. 
,..., a; t, ,..., 5, 
Finally, weaker than (C5) is 
Condition (C6(a + a)). There exist r E A, and <E /i, such that 
;v.., 6; 4 ,..., &, f o. 
)...) a; 7, ,...) 5, 1 
Transposed conditions. If the transposed system .X’ satisfies (Cl(a + a)) 
we will say that X satisfies (Cl’(a + 0)). Similarly with the other con- 
ditions. 
Extended conditions. In [ 14) it is required that (C2) or (C2’) should 
extend to one of the end points of the interval [0, 11. The extended condition 
is not essential to the argument. However, when it is satisfied additional 
information can be obtained. So we formulate 
Condition (Ext C4(a + 0)). As (C4(a + a)) but with “r E rl,” replaced 
by “0 < rr < a.. < r,< 1.” (Systems for which the condition (C4(a + u)) 
extends to the left-hand end point of [0, 1 ] can be accommodated by a 
change of variable.) 
Some of the relations between these conditions will be stated as a 
proposition. 
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2.1.2. PROPOSITION. (i) (C2(a + a)) * (C4(a + a)). 
(ii) (C3) and (C4(a + a)) * (C5(a + 6)) * (C6(u + a)); 
(C5(u + b)) =a (C3); (C5(u +a))*(C4(u +a)). 
(iii) (Strict Cl(u + a)) * (Cl(u + u)) and (C5(u + (3)). 
The proof of the first part of (ii) is elementary but perhaps not trivial 
linear algebra. 
Blanket conditions. The preceding conditions are formulated in such a 
way that they will apply with minimum modification to the periodic situation 
discussed in Section 3. For the non-periodic situation it is convenient to for- 
mulate 
Condition (C 1). .7? satisfies (Cl(u +u)) for all a> max(6, 1). We can 
use (C2), (C4), etc., in a similar way. 
Finally we must note that if a = b = 0 then (Cl) is the condition that K be 
totally positive, and (Strict Cl) the condition that K be strictly totall) 
positive. 
2.1.3. EXAMPLES. (1) The system 
8 = (s--K’; 1 
( (r - l)! ,**., 
s’-l;O 
1 
satisfies conditions (Cl), (C3) and (Ext C2’), it satisfies condition (C2) 
extended to the left-hand end point of [0, 11. Tikhomirov’s paper [2 11 is 
primarily concerned with k,(X’; co, co) for this system. 
(2) It can be shown that with a suitable choice of signs depending 
upon r, the system 
3 = * +-):-‘; 1 
( (r - l)! 
‘..., s’--l; *I,..*, ft’-l 
1 
satisfies conditions (Cl), (C3), (C3’). (Ext C2’) and condition (C2) extended 
to the left-hand end point of [0, 11. 
(3) The kernel 
K(s, t) = s(1 - t), o<s<t, 
= t( 1 - s), t<s< 1, 
is totally positive. In this case the system .X = (K; 0; 0) satisfies the prin- 
cipal conditions of Theorems 2.1.4 and 2.1.5, but it does not satisfy the 
extended conditions and evades the requirements of [ 141. 
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(4) Further examples are provided by Green functions and eigen- 
functions of certain differential operators (see [6, Chap. 61). 
It is now possible to summarise the results in two composite theorems. 
2.1.4. THEOREM. Suppose that the system X satisfies conditions (Cl), 
(C3), (C4) and (C4’). Then for each integer m > b there exists k, E AI,, an 
integer o with b < o < m, and to E A,, with h,, E Nt, such that 
(i) PO = k, + K * h,, is extremal for e&F, q), 
(ii) PO has precisely p = a - b + o zeros in (0, 1) at the points of some 
to = cry ,..a, <E)EA, and 
,..., b; c;: ,... 3 t:: 





(iii) in the case that q = 00 there are p + 1 points of [0, l] at which PO 
attains its bound 11 PO]], with alternating sign. 
Zf 1 <q < co then e,(Z, q) < e,,-#F, q) for m > b + 2. If 1 Q q < a3 
and .Z’ also satisfies (Ext C4) then e,(Z, q) < e,- ,(jr, q) for m > b + 1. 
If X also satisfies condition (Strict Cl) then e,(X, co) < e,-,(Z-, 00) 
for m>b+ 1. 
This theorem is essentially a summary of Section 2.4. It is given by 
Theorems 2.4.2, 2.4.3, 2.4.5 (with 2.3.6) and Lemma 2.3.7. 
2.1.5. THEOREM. Suppose that the system X satisfies conditions (Cl), 
(C3), (C4) and (C2’). Suppose that 1 <q ,< co and n > a. Then 
a,(~?; I . I,.,) = a,@; II - II,,,) = k,V; wq) = en-a+bV, 4). 
Let PO, r” E A, (b < u < n - a + b), co E A, (p = a - b + (I) be as in 
Theorem 2.1.4 (applied to m = n - a + b). Then the kernel Ho defined by 
Hob t) = K(s, t) - 
is extremal for a,(X; 1 . loo,q), and the integral operator Tn, E Y(L Oci, L4) is 
extremal for a,(F, 11 . II,J. 
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Let L, be the subspace 
L, = 5 ajkj t 5 /IjK(-, zg): 2 pjg(ty) = 0 for gE N, 
j=l JCL j=l 
of C((0, 11). Then L, is of dimension p and interpolates at the points of to = 
($.;, e$ l;tN$ : C( [ 0, 11) 7 Lo be the corresponding interpolation operator. 
,, = T,,(T, 1 Nb) and this operator is extremal for 
a,(T, 1 Ni?M,, Ni); the subspace Lo is extremal for k,(Z; co, q). 
Suppose that the system F also satisfies conditions (C3’) and (C2). Then 
a,-,+,W’; II . II,,,,) = k,-,+b(r’; q’, 1) = en-o+b(X 9). 
Let LA be the subspace 
i a/g,+ e/IiK(,F..): 5 Pik(?$‘)=Ofor kEM, 
i=l EC, i:L 
of C([O, 11). Then L; is of dimension u and interpolates at the points of r” = 
(To , ,..., 5:); let T,‘, : C( [0, I]) -+ LL be the corresponding interpolation operator. 
Then TH; is extremal for a,~- a+ b (X-‘; (1 - [I,,,,). The operator T,,; 1 M; = 
TA(T, I&f:) and is extremal for ane4+,,(TK 1 M&N,,, M,i). The subspace Lb 
is extremal for k, ~~a +&V: q’. 1). 
Outline of Proof. The first assertion of the theorem follows from a 
succession of inequalities: 
~43; I + kq) 2 a,(T; II - II,.,) (1) 
2 k,(X; 00, s) (2) 
he n-a+M, 9) (3) 
= IIPO IIP (4) 
= IK- mo,, (51 
2 a,(.fl I . I,,,) (6) 
2 a,V ; I . I r .J. (7) 
Inequality (I) is by 2.1.1. Inequality (2) is by 1.2.1. Inequality (3) is 
Theorem 2.2.1. Inequality (4) is by choice of PO (Theorem 2.1.4). Ho is well- 
defined by 2.1.4(ii). Inequality (5) is by 2.3.8(iv). Inequality (6) is by 2.3.8(i) 
and (ii) which assert that the kernel Ho satisfies the defining conditions of 
a,(/Y; 1 . I,,,). Inequality (7) is because p ,< n. It follows that all the 
inequalities are in fact equalities. The properties of Ho, TM,, Lo and 
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r,,(rHO ( Ni) which are asserted now follow simply from 2.1.1, 1.2.1 and 
2.3.8. 
Now suppose that the system X also satisfies conditions (C3’) and (C2). 
There is a succession of inequalities: 
a,-.+,(~‘; II * ll,~,,) > k-,+d.X’; 4’, 1) (8) 
> en-a+bVT 4) (9) 
=IK-KLq (10) 
> II T, - L,,ll,,, (11) 
= II T,f - C,;llg,., (12) 
a a,(~‘; II . ll,Y> (13) 
>a n-a+bw’; II ’ ll,J* (14) 
Inequality (8) is by 2.1.1. Inequality (9) is Theorem 2.2.3. Equality (10) is 
(4) and (5) above. Inequality (11) is by 2.1.1. Equality (12) is an elementary 
duality result. Inequality (13) is by Theorem 2.3.8 applied to the transposed 
system JY’ (this step requires (C3’) and (C2)). Inequality (14) is because 
(T < n -a + 6. It follows that there is equality throughout. The extremal 
properties of Hi, T,,;, L;, etc., follow simply. 
We remark that the equality 
a n-a+b(.iY”: II . ll,,.J = a,(X II . II,.,) 
is essentially a special case of Theorem 1.2.2 (the case q = 1 requires an 
appeal to symmetry). Thus the first part of the theorem, together with 
Theorem 1.2.2, allows us to bypass inequalities (8) and (9) and so obtain 
most of the theorem without the use of Theorem 2.2.3. 
The relation of these results to those of Micchelli and Pinkus [ 12, 13, 141 
will be described using the terminology of this paper. That part of [ 12) 
which relates to integral operators can be described as being concerned with 
k,(X; co, co) and a&F, co, ao) in situations in which b = 0. The paper 
[ 131 is primarily concerned with k,(F, 1, 1) in situations in which b = 0 (or, 
one can say, with k&V; 1, 1) when a = 0). The introduction of the 
subspaces Nb unifies these results. The case 4 = co of Theorem 2.1.4 
contains both [ 12, Theorem 7.11 and [ 13, Theorem 2.11, but the proof is of a 
different nature. The paper [ 141 is concerned with k,(X, co, q) (b = 0) and 
k&Y’; g’, 1) (a = 0) but in that paper these are related to a,(.; co, q) and 
a&T’; q’, 1) only when a = b = 0. Theorem 2.1.5 (together with Theorem 
2.1.4) contains a major part of [ 12, Theorem 7.2; 13, Theorem 2.21 and 
essentially all of the results of [ 141 apart from those which are concerned 
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with Gel’fand widths of sets. (The results for Gel’fand widths can also be 
extended and incorporated.) 
Finally we remark that Tikhomirov’s conclusions [2 1) imply that, for the 
system 
fl= (S--o;-‘; 1 
( 
,..., s r-l. 




e,,,(.Z, co) < e, _ ,(.Z , co) for m > r. This conclusion escapes Theorem 2.1.4. 
2.2. Applications of the Borsuk-Warn Theorem 
The Borsuk-Ulam antipodal mapping theorem states that if 9,: S” + R” is 
a continuous and odd mapping of the euclidean n-sphere S” into the 
euclidean space R” then 0 E v(S”). The theorem was first used in the exact 
determination of Kolmogorov widths by Tikhomirov [20]. In fact the deter- 
mination of Kolmogorov widths and the Borsuk-Ulam theorem are 
inseparable (see [2]). It is convenient to use here a set-valued version of the 
theorem due to Day [3] (it can also be proved in an elegant way using the 
methods of Browder [l, cf. Theorem 4)): 
Let cp be an upper semi-continuous non-empty compact convex set-valued 
mapping of S” into R” such that cp(-x) = y(x) for all x E S”. Then there 
exists x E S” such that 0 E p(x). 
In the two theorems of this section JY is a system as in Section 2.1, but no 
conditions are imposed on it. 
2.2.1. THEOREM. For each q. 1 < q < co, and each integer n > a 
k,(F; m,q)>e,_.+@,q). 
Proof. Let u = n - a + b. First we introduce a mapping w: S” --$ L” 
which is by Pinkus ([ 171, see also [ 14)) out of Hobby-Rice [S]. If 
z=(z 1’“” z,+,)ESU=((z ,,..., z,+,)EIF”+‘:z:+~~~+z~+,=1) 
let t,,(z) = 0 and ti(z) = Cj=i zj for i = l,..., cr + 1. Define w(z) E L”O by 
Y&MO = sgn zl for t E (t,-,(z), t,(z)) and j = I,.... u + 1. 
Then w is an odd mapping of S” into the unit ball (Lw), of L”‘. It is 
continuous with respect to the L’norm on L’=. Furthermore, for each 
z E S”, y(z) = *h, for some r E A ;. 
Let L be any (n - a)-dimensional subspace of the quotient space Lq/M, 
and let P be the set-valued metric projection of Lq4/Ma into L, that is, P(x) = 
( y E L: (Ix - ~‘(1 = d(x, L)} for each x E Lq/M,. Then P is an upper semi- 
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continuous non-empty compact convex set-valued mapping and it is odd. Let 
‘pr be the set-valued mapping which is the composite 
The composite T,IJ is continuous and so p, is upper semi-continuous. Now 
define a set-valued mapping a, of S” into IRb x L z IR” by 
p(z) = ((g,, ~(z))v-~ (gb. dz))) x q,(‘)- 
The mapping o satisfies the conditions of the set-valued version of the 
Borsuk-Ulam theorem. Thus there exists z E S” such that v(z) E Nt and 
0 E o,(z). This latter condition means that 
OT, dz), L) = IlnT, v(z)II. 
Therefore for some k, E M, 
d@, + TK@h r-‘(L)) = Ilk, + T,v(z)ll. 
This proves that 
Wf, + T,(N,In Km),), n-‘(L)) > Ilk, + T,y/(z)lI. 
But for some t E ,4;, h, = f v(z) E Nt , so 
II k, + T, w(z)Il 2 e,V; 9). 
The theorem now follows. 
2.2.2. Remarks. (1) The argument above essentially contains Pinkus’s 
proof of the Hobby-Rice theorem. In the case n = a it yields the conclusion 
that h, E Ni for some r E A;. This is the consequence of the Hobby-Rice 
theorem to which we appealed when defining e,(X, q) in Section 2.1. 
(2) The set-valued version of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem can be 
avoided. The image (nT, yl)(S”) is separable. Introduce an equivalent strictly 
convex norm /II . 111 on the separable space E = span(L U (nT, y)(Y)) E 
Lq/M,. The metric projection P,: E -+ L with respect to the norm 
II . (1 + E 111 . //I is point-valued. Apply the Borsuk-Ulam theorem itself and 
select a cluster point as c + 0. 
2.2.3. THEOREM. For each q, 1 ,< q < 03 and each integer n > b 
k&Y ‘; q’, 1) > e,,(X, q). 
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ProoJ: Let E = Lq’ and F = L’. Denote the integral operator 
by TE iP(E, F). The conjugate mapping T* E Y(F*, E*) is the composite 
F” ?., L,= PK, L4 5 E* = (L4’)*, 
where J is the canonical embedding. First note the 
PROPOSITION. IfwELqthenllJ~I(~,inE)ll=dLs(~,~,). 
There are two cases to consider. If 1 < q < co then J is an isometric 
isomorphism, (Mi A E)’ = JM, because dim M, ( co, and 
If q = 1 then E z (Lq)* and the proposition follows from the fact that 
(L4/M,)* z (Mt n E). 
Now let L be any n-dimensional subspace of F such that Nb G L. If 
fEM;nE, andgEN,then 
d,.(g + % L) = d,(rf, L) 
=sup{@(Tf):@E(L’),clF*} 
= sup{(T*@)(f) : 0 E (L’),). 
Now, by taking the supremu over all f E IV,’ n E, and g E Nb, and by 
appealing to the Proposition, we obtain the equalities 
8F(Nb+T(M,InE,),L)=sup(llT*~I(M,inE)II:~E(L’),} 
= sup(d(TKp, M,) : v, E (L’), G L”}. 
Now by the Hobby-Rice theorem (Remark 2.2.2(l)) there exists l E A; 
such that h, E L’ c Nin L”. Therefore 
MN, + TWi n E,), L) 2 e,W, q). 
The conclusion of the theorem now follows. 
2.3. Consequences of the Total Positivity Conditions 
This section is mainly concerned with extensions to well-known results in 
the theory of total positivity. The arguments are basically those of [ 141. The 
extensions achieve some gain in efficiency. Pairs of theorems are replaced by 
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single theorems. In particular Theorem 2.3.6 includes both [ 14, Lemma 3.11 
and [ 14, Lemma 3.21. The discussion also applies with trivial changes 
(specified in Section 3) to the periodic situation. The final Theorem 2.3.8 is 
independent of the rest of the section. 
A basic procedure in the theory of total positivity involves the approx- 
imation of totally positive kernels by strictly totally positive ones. In the 
present situation the procedure requires an extension of “the basic 
composition formula” [ 61. 
If X = (K; k, ,,..) k,; g, ,..., gb) is a system and G is a kernel we define 
systems .X * G and G *X by 
3’ * G = (K * G; k, ,..., k, ; g, * G ,..., g, * G), 
G * .F = (G * K; G * k, ,..., G * k, ; g, ,..., gb). 
2.3.1. Composition formulae 
Prooj If a = 0 then the first identity is contained in the basic 
composition formula. The proof of the first identity involves three steps. (1) 
Replace the determinant 
on the right by its Laplace expansion by its first a columns. (2) Interchange 
sum and integral. (3) Apply the basic composition formula (the case a = 0) 
to each term of the sum. The resulting sum is the Laplace expansion of the 
left-hand side by its first a columns. 
The second identity can be obtained by transposition from the first. 
We can now introduce what is sometimes described as the “smoothing 
process” (see [6, p. 1031). 
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2.3.2. Notation. Let G,, q # 0, be the kernel defined by 
For any system 2 = (K; k, ,..., k, ; g, ,..., gb) let 
Kc”’ = G, * (K * G,), 
.Rfq) = G, * (3 * G,). 
For each v # 0 the kernel G, is strictly totally positive (see [6]) and (G,, 
q + 0) forms an approximate identity (in a sense to be made precise) for the 
algebra of continuous kernels. The properties of G, which will be required 
will be listed in the following catch-all theorem. 
2.3.3. THEOREM. (i) For q # 0 the mapping FJ + G, E C([O, 1 ] x [0, 11) 
is continuous with respect to uniform convergence of continuous kernels. 
(4 IffE C([O, 1 I> then II G, * fll, < Ml,. and (G, * f)(s) +f(s) as 
q + 0 uniformly for s in each interval [d, 1 - 61 with 6 > 0. Ifs = 0 or I then 
(G, * f)(s) -+ ff(s) as rl-, 0. 
(iii) Iff E C([O, 11) and E > 0 then there exists q0 > 0 such that 
min{f(s), 01 - E < (G, *f)(s) Q max{f(s), 01 + E 
for all s E [0, 1 ] and all q E (0, ‘lo). 
(iv) rf K E C([O, l] x [0, 11) then K * G, -+ K as q -+ 0 uniformly on 
each rectangle [0, 1 ] x [a, 1 - 61 with 6 > 0. The kernel K’O’ converges 
uniformly to K as q + 0 on each square (8, 1 - S] x [a, 1 - 61 with 6 > 0. 
(v) If the system 3~ satisfies (Cl(a + u)) and (C6(a + a)) then for 
each q # 0 the system A?‘(“’ satisfies (Strict Cl(a + cr)). 
ProoJ Property (i) is obvious. Property (ii) is well-known and the proofs 
of (iii) and (iv) are similar. Property (v) is an immediate consequence of the 
composition formula 2.3.1 and the strict total positivity of the kernels G,. 
The point of (iii) is that it provides information about G, * f in the 
neighbourhoods of 0 and 1. It will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.4.5. 
Integral operators with totally positive kernels have “variation 
diminishing” properties (see [6]). The next target is a theorem (2.3.6) of 
variation diminishing type. A lemma is needed-in the case a = 0 it is well 
known. 
2.3.4. LEMMA. Suppose that ,X satisfies (Cl(a + u + 1)) and 
(C6(a + u + 1)). 
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LettEA,andO<r, < . . . <&+,, < 1, where p - a = u - b > 0. Let i* be 
one of l,..., p + 1 and suppose that 
sgn 27(V) 
l,..., 6; &,..., e,.,.... G=,, = 
1 
& 
,..., a; 5, ,..., t, 
for some q in each interval (0,6), 6 > 0. If .R satisfies (Cl(a + a)) and 
(C6(a + o)) then necessarily, by 2.3.3(iv), E = 1. 
Then there exists a function ~1 of the form 
(fJ = 4 aigi + Z’ /3Jc(&, .) 
,Y I=1 
such that 
(i) the coeflcients a, ,..., ab, ,B, ,..., /3,+, are not aI1 zero, 
(ii) Cp,‘: Bikj(C) = 0 for j = l,..., a, 
(iii) (-l)“rph, > 0, 
(iv) p,-=O ifE=O, (-1) a+b+o+i*+*/?i.~>O if&= 1 or -1. 
Proof. Suppose first that 0 < <, , &,+, < 1. Let ‘P, be a function defined 
by 
v,(t) na’v’ 1 ,..., 6; 6 v..., t, + , = 
1 ,..., a; 5, ,..., r,, t 
= -4 a,(Yf)gj”‘(t) + 
otl 
,T, 
KY pi(V) K’v’(ti9 t)7 
,Y, 
where the sum denotes A times the expansion of the determinant by its last 
column. By Theorem 2.3.3(v), for each q # 0 and A > 0 the function ‘p, is 
non-zero. Let A > 0 be chosen so that 
The function qptl satisfies appropriate forms of (ii) and (iii). If the final 
column of the determinant is replaced by the jth column then expansion by 
the final column gives the appropriate form of (ii). The system XtV’ satisfies 
(Strict Cl(a + o + 1)) (by 2.3.3(v)) and the appropriate form of (iii) follows 
immediately. The coefficient pi*(q) is given by 
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We will let q -+ 0 through a sequence such that sgnPis(r) = E. Now let 
(a , ,..., c+,, /? ,,..., ,!3,+ ,) be a cluster point of the sequence (a,(q) ,..., a,(qj, 
/I,(v),...,~~,,+,(v). Then, passing to the limit and using 2.3.3(ii) and (iv), and 
the continuity of the functions, it follows that 
(0 = i aigi + 7’ &K(&, .) 
i=l ,T, 
satisfies (i)-(iv). 
If O=t, or C,,, = 1 then replace <, by <I > 0 and <,+ , by CL+, < 1. 
Apply the result in the case 0 < & < r2 < . . . < Q < <L + , < 1 and repeat the 
process of taking a cluster point as ((I, $ + ,) + ([, , &, + ,). 
2.3.5. Remark. The lemma does not assert that cp # 0. However, if .X 
satisfies (C4’(a + (T + 1)) and <E/i,+ ,, or if .W satisfies 
(Ext C4’(a + u + 1)) and 0 < <r then rp # 0. 
The number of sign changes of a functionfdefined on [0, 1 ] is denoted by 
S(f). That is, 
S- df) = sup@ there exist 0 < r, ( . . . < &, + , < 1 such that 
f(ti)f(ti+ ,> < 0 for i = A..., PI, 
and S-(f) either is a non-negative integer or is infinity. If T E rl~ then 
s-(h,) = u. 
The next theorem takes two forms according as 2 satisfies 
(C4’(a + u + 1)) or (Ext C4’(a + (T + 1)). The second form is indicated by 
elements in square brackets. 
2.3.6. THEOREM. Suppose that T satisfies (Cl(a + u + l)), 
(C6(a + u + 1)) and (C4’(a + u + 1)) [or (Ext C4’(a + u + l))], where 
u>b. Let TEA, and 
u=k,+K*f + 2 rcjK(.,rj), 
j=l 
where k, E M,, f is integrable,@, > 0, f E Nt and 
(I 
x Kj g(Sj) = 0 forall gE Nb. 
j=l 
(i) If f -l(O) is a Lebesgue null set then u has at most p = a + u - b 
zeros in (0,l) [or in (0,111. If u has zeros at O<<,<...<&,<l lor 
&, < l] then, for either E = 1 or E = -1, Euhl > 0. IfX satisfies (Cl(a + a)) 
and (C6(a + a)) then E = (-l)atb. 
(ii) Ef.T satisfies (C3) then S-(u) < p = a + u - b. 
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Proof: (i) Suppose that f-‘(O) is null. Suppose that u has zeros at 
0 < <I < a** < &, < 1 [or &, < 11. Consider &E (0, l)\{r ,,..., II,}. Then 
&.-, < I& < &, for some i* (where we interpret to = 0 and <,+, = 1 if 
r, < 1). Put s = {<, ,***, 6, r* }. 
Now suppose that 
has been chosen according to Lemma 2.3.4 (and Remark 2.3.5) so that 
v, # 0, go E Nb, CSESPSk@) = 0 for k E M, and (-l)“oh, > 0. We now 
have, using the facts that (D is continuous and ~0, (-l)“& > 0 andf-‘(0) is 
null, that 
w)“P,*~(r*)= -1)” c P,u(s) SES 
This proves that u(r*) # 0. However, it also shows that the sign of ps, # 0 
was determined by u and that in the appeal to Lemma 2.3.4 there was no 
choice. Consequently 
sgn X(l) 
,..., a; 5 ,,..., t, 
is contant for q in some interval (OJ) and 
t-11 a+b+o+i’+ Ipt,E~ > 0, 
Now E’ is independent of &. This proves that (- l)a+bs’hlu > 0. This 
completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) Let A = {p EL”([O, 11): oh, >O, inf]o(t)( > 0). Then A is 
convex and open in L”O( [0, 1 I). W e will show that A n Nk # 0. For suppose 
on the contrary that A n Ni = 0. Then there exists a linear functional 
@ E L “( [0, I])* which separates A and Nt : G(o) = 0 for all u, E N,’ and 
Q(q) > 0 for all (p E A. It follows from the first of these conditions that there 
exists go E Nb such that @((D) = (go, 9) for all Q E L”([O, 1 I). Now by 
condition (C3) the function go has at most b - 1 zeros in (0, 1) and 
b - 1 < (T. Therefore g,h, is not of constant sign. We now obtain a 
contradiction, for we can easily show (using the continuity of go) that 
Q(p) = (go, fp) < 0 for some (p E A. 
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Now suppose that rp E Ni n A. The conclusion (ii) follows by applying (i) 
to f + prp (u > 0) and letting p + 0. 
The remainder of this section is concerned with the kernels H, (of 
Theorem 2.1.5) which are best approximations to K in the sense of 
a,@?‘, 1 . I,,,). Lemma 2.3.7 establishes one clause of Theorem 2.1.4 and 
ensures that the kernels H, are defined. The proof of Lemma 2.3.7 follows 
that of [ 12, Lemma 7.21. Theorem 2.3.8 describes some of the properties of 
the kernels H, and shows that under suitable assumptions they are indeed 
candidates for best approximations to K in the sense of a,(X; ] . I,,,). It is 
this last fact for which we require that X satisfies (CZ’(a + a)). 
2.3.7. LEMMA. Suppose that X satisfies (Cl@ + u + l)), 
(C6(a + o + l)), (C4(a + a)) and (C4’(a + u + 1)). 
Suppose that a function P, = k, + K * h,,, where k, E M,, r” E A, and 
h,, E Ni, has zeros at the point of to E A,, , p = a + (I - b. Then 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there exist a ,,..., aa, K, ,..., K,, not all zero such 
that 
2 Kj g(ti”) = 0 
JEI 
for all g E Nb 
and 
5 a, k,($) + ’ KjK(<P, r;) = 0 
j=l Jr, 
for i = l,.... p. 
NOW, by (C4(a + a)), for some <* E (0, 1) 
2 ajkj(c*) + ’ KjK(T* 7 T;) # 0. 
J=l JF, 
Then we can choose 1 so that 
Po(t*) +1 ajkj((*) ++ 
jZ* 
Then PO + A(CT==, ajkj + C;=, K~K(., r:)) has p + 1 zeros in (0, 1). This 
contradicts Theorem 2.3.6(i). 
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2.3.8. THEOREM. Suppose that Z satisfies (C3) and (C2’(a + a)). 
Suppose that 5’ E A, and to E A, are such that 
~ ( I,..., 6; ry,...9 r: 1 
a; 
0 0 ) f0. 




H,(s, t) = K(s, t) - 
i aikj+ ‘F pjK(*,Sj): $ Pjg(rj)=Ofor gEN* 
j=l ,T, j=l I , - 
Then (i) dim Lo = p. 
(ii) Ho* (NinC([O, ~]))=L,I>M,. 
(iii) Lo interpolates at <y,..., cf. If To : C( [0, 11) + Lo is the operator of 
interpolation at ff,..., <i then TH, 1 Nk = T,(T, 1 Ni). 
(iv) If .X also satisfies (Cl(a + u + l)), h,,E Ni and P, = 
k, + K * h,,, where k, E M,, is a function which is zero at the points of to 
then 
Proof: Iff E Nt then 
f(t) dt 
0 . . . 0 i%(G) ... g&Z) 0 
W:) -*a k,(tf) WC:, 5:) ... KC<?, r",> W * f)<t'i> 
k,(~~l .-. k&I:) K(ti, 5:) .a. WC:, 7:) (K * f ><ti> 
k,(s) . . . k,(s) K(s, 7:) a-. K(s, 7:) (K * f j(s) 
t ajkj(S) + 0 r PjK(S, 5,“) + .X 
1 ,..., 6; <; ,..., 4” = 
j=l J=l 
1 
,..., a; 0 rl ; . (K * f 16) ,..., 5, 
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for some a, ,..., a,, p, ,..., p,, satisfying the equation 
-+ p.g($)= 0 I J forall gEN,i. 
J=1 
This shows that 
H, * (A$ n C([O, 11)) G L,. 
It is an immediate consequence of the definition of H, that (f-Z, * f)<(y) = 
(K *f)<(P) for all i = I,..., p and all f E L ‘([O, I]). Consider the mapping 
rp: C([O, l])-~ Rb+” defined by 
p(f) = ((5 g,),*-, (A gb)? tK * f>(t%, tK * .f)(t;,,* 
For each t E [0, l] the point (gi(t) ,..., gb(t), K(cy, t) ,..., K(<j, t)) is in the 
closure of v(C([O, 11)) (let f “tend” to the unit point measure at t) and is 
therefore in q(C([O, 1 I)). N ow, by (C2’(b + p = a + a)), (p(C([O, 11)) = Rb+“. 
It now follows that the composite mapping 
is surjective. But it coincides with the-composite 
Consequently dim H, * (ZV: n C( [0, 1 I)) >, p. However, by 
definition of L,, dim L, Q p. This proves (i), (ii) and (iii). 
If .X satisfies (Cl(a + u + 1)) then 
(C3) and the 
If (K * /z,~)(~~) = P,(<y) - k,(<P) = -k&P) for i = l,..., p then by the 
calculation at the beginning of the proof, using the fact that k, E M, = 
sp(k,,..., k, I, 
h,,(t) dr = 3’ 
1 ,..., b; t:,..., t”, 
1 
,..., a; 5: ,..., 5: * PO(S). 
This proves (iv). 
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2.4. The Variational Problem e,(X, q) 
Recall that, for m > b, 
We will require that .X satisfies (C3), and g, ,..., g, will therefore form a 
weak Chebyshev system. It is then a consequence that if t E A, and h, E Nt 
then u > b. By the Hobby-Rice theorem the set {r E A; : h, E Nk} is non- 
empty if m > b; it is also a closed subset of the compact set A;. The 
function r -+ K * h, E Lq is continuous on A;. It follows that there exists a 
function P, which is extremal for e,(X, q). That is, P,, is of the form 
P, = k, + K * h,o, 
where k, E M,, r” E A, and c ,< m, h,, E Ni and 
II PO II4 = e,(.K 4). 
Conditions which must be satisfied by PO will be derived by considering 
variations of PO. The argument, initially, follows that of Tikhomirov [ 211. 
The variations are of two kinds: variation of the points of r” and, if u < m, 
the extension of r” by the addition of points. There are three cases to 
consider. The notation will be chosen to cover all cases simultaneously. 
Case (1). If u < m - 2 then we may add two points to r”. In this case let 
r:+1 be a point with 5: < rz+, < 1 and let A denote (-co,O]. 
Case (2). If u = m - 1 then we may add one point to 5’. In this case let 
7:+, = 1 and again let A denote (-co, 01. 
Case (3). If u = m then we cannot add additional points to r”. In this 
case let rz+ I = 1 but let A = (O}. 
The next lemma is a development of [21, Proposition 21. Let B(0, r) 
denote the open ball (fE Lq: Ilfl/, < r} in Lq. 
2.4.1. LEMMA. Suppose that condition (C3) is satisfied. Let 
0+1 
x ujg(ri”)=Ofor gE Nb 
j=l 
Then 
NO- II PO II,) n (PO + VI = 0. 
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ProoJ Suppose that 
ST+1 
P = k+ x 2(-1)5-‘zijK(., r;) E v 
.j= I
(so that U,, , E A) and 
II PO + PII = IPoll - 42 < II~OII. 
We will obtain a contradiction to the fact that P, is extremal for e,(K, q). 
The proof will involve an appeal to the implicit function theorem which is 
usually stated in terms of functions defined on open sets. In order to invoke 
the theorem it is convenient o extend the domains of definition of K and 
g, v.a-3 gb by 
K@, t) = K(s, 11, giCr) = gi(‘) 
for f > 1, all s E [0, 1 ] and i = l,..., b. 
If %+, = 0 let v = u and P = 7’. If Is,, , # 0 (and so U,+, < 0) let 
~=a+ 1 and ?‘=(ry ,..., rt,rt+,). Th us, in both these cases 7 E /1 z: c I?“. 
Let IV= {r ,,..., 7JE R”: 0 < 7, < *** < r,}. Then W is a neighbourhood 
of 7. Define mappings 
Ok = 5 2(-l)‘-’ i+g,(t) dr + E, 
j=I -0 
. 2(-l),+ ’ f’“” gi(t) dt 
-0 
+ (-l),+* i’ gi(t) dt, 
-0 
cp(k, r)(s) = k(s) + 2 2(-l)‘-’ (“K(s, t) dr 
J=1 -0 
+ E,. . 2(-1)u+’ fT’+’ K(s, t) dr + (-l)=‘+* j’ K(s, t) dt, 
-0 -0 
where E, = I if v = u + 1 and E,. = 0 if v = u. 
If 7 = (5, ,..., r,.) and 0 < r, < . . . < rv < rz+, let 
7’=(r,,....ro,7,+Lr7~+,)E~,+*2, inCase(l)ifu=u+ 1, 
= (7 ,I”‘, 7,r To+1 )EfL,,~ in Case (2) if r = u + 1, 
= (7 , ,.-.1 7,) E A,, if v = u. 
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Then 
e(r)i = (gi, h,s), yl(k, r) = k + K * h,, . 
Note that these equations do not hold if v = u + 1 and rz+ , < t,, , . 
Furthermore 
e(P) = 0, cP(k,, fO)=f’,,. 
A straightforward calculation (appealing to the continuity of K and 
g,,..., gb) shows that 19 and rp are Frechet differentiable mappings and that 
the derivatives are given by 
B’(S)(U), = 2 2(-l)‘-’ Ujg,(rj), 
j=l 
rp’(k,, f”)(k, u) = k + 1 2(-l)‘-‘njK(., 5;). 
J=I 
Therefore 
p = v’(k,, ?‘)(k; 4, 
where E E it4, and U = (U, ,..., E,) E ker O’(r”). 
The mapping 
is continuous and, by (C3), 0’(p): R” + IR’ is of rank b (recall that c > b 
and r” contains the u points ry ,..., rt of (0, 1)). Now by a routine 
applications of the implicit function theorem there is a neighbourhood W, of 
?’ E R” and a mapping 
v/: W, n (p + ker P(p)) -+ 0-‘(O) c IR” 
such that I = ?‘, w is differentiable and w’(?)(u) = u for u E ker 0’(p). 
If 0 < E < 1 then 
IIP, + v’(ko, PM& Wll = IIPo + VII < lIPoIl -&do. 
A simple calculation now shows that for small E > 0 
II dko + & v(fo + @>ll < IlJ’o II, 
However, 
v=a+ 1 
lkr + EU) --- -;;Jl= E lItill. O(1) as E + 0. Therefore if 
%+I for small E > 0 the coordinate 
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(v4s”+~~~--),+* has the same sign as U,+ , . Therefore for small E > 0, in 
all cases, o(k, + EL, w(Y,, + ~7)) is of the form k, + EE + K * h,, for some 
r’ E ,4,, with u’ < m and h,, E A$. This contradicts the extremal property of 
P,. The proof of the lemma is complete. 
The two cases 1 <q < co and q = co are now discussed separately; the 
latter case in two stages, first assuming that (Strict Cl) is satisfied, and then 
assuming only (Cl). 
2.42. THEOREM. Suppose that 1 < q ( a and that m > b. Suppose that 
X’ satisfies (C3), (Cl(a + v)), (C4(a + v)) and (C4’(a + v)) for b < v < 
m+ 1. 
IfP,=k,+K*h,,, where k, E M,, r” E A, and u ,< m, and h+, E Nt, is 
extremal for e&T, q) then 
(i) PO has precisely p = a - b + o zeros in (0, 1); 
(ii) either u = m - 1 or u = m; if .Z also satisfies (Ext C4(a + m)) 
then u = m. Futhermore 
(iii) if b + 2 < r < m then er(X, q) < erd2(.Xr q); if,?? also satisJes 
(Ext C4(a + m)) and b + 1 < r < m then e,(.R. q) < e,- ,(T, q). 
Proof: Note that, by Proposition 2.1.2(ii), .a satisfies (C6(a + v)) for 
b<v<m+ 1. 
By Theorem 2.3.6 the function PO has at most p = a -b + u zeros in 
(0, 1). So (1 Poll, # 0. Let PO change sign at the points of to E Ap, where 
p < p. Choose E = + 1 so that &PO hlo > 0. Let 
Ip014-’ 
(D = E I,pollq-’ wpo* 
Then pDhto > 0 and p-‘(O) is a null set, The linear functional @ E (L4)* 
defined by 
is the unique support functional to B(0, IIPoll) at PO such that II@ II= 1 and 
@(PO) = 11 Poll. (If 1 ( q < co then the space L4 is smooth, if q = 1 then PO is 
a smooth point of the closed ball B’(0, lIPoIl) because q-‘(O) is null). 
The set V of Lemma 2.4.1 is convex, and so, by Lemma 2.4.1, the linear 
functional @ separates B(0, lIPoIl) and the convex set PO + V. Therefore 
I‘ dt) 40 = 0 for all k E M, 
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and 








This condition, in the case that u,, , = 0, implies that for some g, E Nb 
(& + v, * w73 = 0 for j = I,..., 0. 
Now by Theorem 2.3.6 applied to the transposed system .X’ (and to the 
function q) it follows that u < b - a + p, that is, p > a - b + u =p. This 
proves that p = a - b + u, and proves (i). 
It now follows from Theorem 2.3.6 that E = (-l)a+b. Also, by Theorem 
2.3.6 applied to X 
(-l)~+b(g,+(p*K)h,o~O. 
By condition (C3) there exist U, ,..., u,+ , such that 
5 uj g($) = 0 
J=I 
for all g E Nb 
and such that u,+, # 0. We can choose such coefficients with 
(-lYu,+, (0. If o<m- 2 (Case 1) or u= m- 1 (Case 2) then 
A = ( - 00, 01. Now for these coefficients 
0 < -i- &#/((D * K)(s,O) 
Jr* 
= s EUj(go + V, * K)(sJ) 
j=l 
so that 
(-1) a+b+ygo + ql * K)(rO,+ ,) = 0. 
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If we had 0 <m - 2 (Case 1) and r: < rz+, < 1 this would contradict 
Theorem 2.3.6. This proves that u is either m - 1 or m. If .R satisfies 
(Ext C4(a + m)) and we had u = m - 1 (Case 2), so that rz+, = 1, we would 
again have a contradiction to Theorem 2.3.6. This completes the proof of 
(ii). 
It follows from (ii) that a function PA which is extremal for e+-,(n, q) 
cannot be extremal for e&Y, q). Therefore em-?(.K, q) > e,(.Z, q). In the 
same way, if (Ext C4(a + m)) is satisfied then e,_ ,(iv, q) > e,(.#, q). The 
conditions for the integer m contain the conditions for smaller integers. 
Therefore (iii) follows. 
The next two theorems are concerned with the case q = co. 
2.4.3. THEOREM. Let m > b. Suppose that 3 satisfies (Strict Cl(a + v)) 
forb<v<m+ 1. 
IfP,=k,+K*h,o,wherek,EM,,r0EA,anda~m,andh,,EN,I,is 
extremal for e&Y, CD) then 
(i) o = m, PO has precisely p = a - b + m zeros in (0, 1) and there 
exist p + 1 points of [0, l] at which PO attains its bound 11 PO lloc with alter- 
nating signs; 
(ii) ifb+l<r<m thene,(~~,ao)<e,_,(.~,03). 
The proof of the theorem requires a simple lemma. The implications of 
Proposition 2.1.2 will be used without comment. 
2.4.4. LEMMA. The subspace 
is a Chebyshev subspace of C( [ 0, 11). 
Proof. V’ is of dimension p = a + u - b. It is easily seen that any 
function in I” which has p zeros is the zero function (by Strict Cl(a + u))). 
The conclusion follows by Haar’s theorem. 
Proof of the theorem. It follows from Lemma 2.4.1 that 0 is a best 
approximation to PO from I” c V c C(( 0, 1 I). Therefore, because V’ is 
Chebyshev, PO attains its bound with alternating signs at p + 1 points of 
[O. 11, and has at least p zeros on (0, 1). But, by Theorem 2.3.6, PO has at 
most p zeros on (0, 1). Therefore PO has precisely p zeros on (0, 1). If m = b 
there is nothing more to prove. If m > b + 1 and the zeros of PO are at 
5’ E A, then (-l)n+bPOhIO> 0. 
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Now suppose that CJ < m (Case (1) or Case (2)). Let 
Then 
9 = 5 aj kj + ;A’ u,K(., r?) I ’ 
I=1 J z= , 
where 
-x’ U] g(rj”) = 0 
]T, 
for all g E Nb 
and 
Therefore c~ E V. By the condition (Strict Cl@ + c + 1)) cp is zero only at 
the points to and (-l)“+bf’ cph,, > 0. It follows that, for small E > 0, 
IIPO + wlloo < II~0Il00~ and this contradict, Lemma 2.4.1. This proves (i), and 
(ii) follows. 
2.4.5. THEOREM. Let m > b. Suppose that X satisfies (C3) and 
(Cl(a + v)), (C6(a + v))for b < v < m + 1. Then there exists a function PO = 
k, + K * h+ where k, E M,, r. E A, and u < m, and h,, E Ni, such that 
0) ll~ollm =e,C% a), 
(ii) there exist a - b + m + 1 points of [0, I] at which PO attains its 
bound II Po IL, with alternating signs. 
Proof: The proof will use the notation and conclusions of 2.3.2 and 
2.3.3. 
By Theorem 2.3.3(v), for each q # 0 the system .X’II’ satisfies (Strict 
Cl(a+v)) for b<v<m+ 1. Let 
* 
P =k n v +K’“‘*h Tc”, = c ‘T aj(v)k,!“’ + K’“) * h,,,, 
i=l 
be extremal for e,(XcV’, 00). Let (q,),,, be a sequence tending to zero such 
that 
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and such that the limits 
exist. Let 
PO = t aj kj + K * h,,, = k, + K * h,,. 
j=l 
It will be shown that PO satisfies (i) and (ii). It follows easily from Theorem 
2.3.3(ii) that h+, E Nt. Another routine calculation, using Theorem 2.3.3(iv), 
shows that 
lip,,- G+* Poll,+0 as r+ 00, 
and it follows from this that I( Poljm = lim,_, 11 P,Jz. 
Next it will be shown that 
e,(a, 03) > lim sup e,(.7YtV’), co). 
0-O 
Let P=k+K*h,, where kEM,, TE A, and u < m, and hrE Nk, be 
extremal for e&J’, co). Consider the mapping 
defined by 
W(V, r)i = (gi * Gq 9 h,), 
~(0, r)i = (giv hr)* 
rl + 0, 
Then v is continuous by Theorem 2.3.3. Also (compare with 19 in the proof 
of Lemma 2.4.1) v is a Frechet differentiable function of its second variable 
and its partial derivative IJI;(V, t) E 5?(lR”, Rb) is a continuous function of 
(q, r) E R x /10 such that rank t&(0, Y) = b. By the implicit function theorem 
there is a continuous mapping U: (-&a) -+A,, defined on some interval 
(-6,6), such that u(0) = f and v/(r, u(q)) = 0 for q E (-6,6). Then 
e,(Tq’), 00) < IIG, * k+ Kc”’ * hu~,,,llm 
= IIG, * (k+ (K * G,) * b,ll, 
< II&+ W * G,) * h,J, 
+ (I&+ K * h& as n --) 0, 
= e&F, 00). 
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Now we have 
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e,(X, co) < ]]PO ]loo = lim inf em(Pn), co) ( lim sup em(Z(“), co) 
< e&K a). 
This proves that P, is extremal for e,(R, co). 
Finally, it follows from the fact that ]I P,, - GV7 * Poll + 0 that if r is large 
the number of alternations of P,r on [0, l] is not greater than the number of 
alternations of P, on [0, 11. To prove this it is necessary to examine the 
behaviour of the functions in neighbourhoods of 0 and 1; Theorem 2.3.3(iii) 
contains the information required. This proves (ii), and the proof of the 
theorem is complete. 
3. CONVOLUTION OPERATORS ON PERIODIC FUNCTIONS 
3.1. Statement of Result 
In this section c’ will denote the space of continuous 2rr-periodic real 
functions and zoo the space of (equivalence classes of) bounded measurable 
functions. The 2m + 1 dimensional space of trigonometric polynomials of 
order <m will be denoted by gm. 
We shall be concerned with kernels K defined on R x R, bounded, 27r- 
periodic in each variable separately and (for definiteness) piecewise 
continuous in each variable, such that there is an integral operator 
defined by 
(T,f)(s) = (K * f)(s) = 1,2* K(s, t) f(t) dt = r + 2n K(s, t) f(t) dt. 
-cl 
If K is a kernel and k, ,..., k, ; g, ,..., g, are functions in c’ then 
.a = (K; k, ,..., k, ; g, ,..., gb) 
will be referred to as a periodic system. The notations of Section 2.1 are 
applicable. 
The principal result of this section concerns convolution operators with 
kernels of the form D(s - t), where D is a 2x-periodic function (there will be 
no confusion if we use D for both function and kernel) and particular 
systems of the form 
L? = (D; p 1 ,.**, P,; P, ,..*, Pa > 
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in which either a = 0 and g = (D; 0,121) or p, ,..., pa are the functions 1, 
cos t, sin t,..., cos ml, sin mt for some non-negative integer m = $(a - 1). (In 
the notation of Section 1.2 we are concerned with the situations M, = 
Nb = (0) and M, = N, = Km). However the results are formulated only for 
the cases in which a > 0. Only quite trivial changes are required to obtain 
corresponding statements and proofs for the case a = 0. 
Let 
1, = (r = (5, ,..., 5,) E R”: 5, < . -. < rn < 5, + 2n). 
If n is an even integer and r E /i”, let h, be the 2n-periodic step function 
defined by 
ii,(t) = (-1)i for ri < t < ri+, and i= l,..., n (r,,, = r, + 27~). 
The first condition we must formulate concerns only the function D (and 
the integer m) and does not correspond to any of the conditions of 
Section 2.1. 
Condition (CO). If p is a trigonometric polynomial then (D - p)- ’ (0) 
contains no interval. 
The remaining two conditions will be formulated for a periodic system 
.A’ = (K; k, ,..., k, ; g, ,..., gb) in which b - u is an even integer. 
Condition (cl). For each pair of non-negative integers o and p, with u = 
p + f(a - 6) and for either E, = 1 or E, = -1 
for all < = (<, ..., &,+ ,) in I,,, , and r = (r, ,.,., r2,,+ ,) in izo+, . In the 
terminology of (61 this is a “sign regularity” condition. 
Condition (c2). For each positive integer c and each r E /1’, the 
functions k ,,..., k,, We, r,),...,K(., r,) are linearly independent. 
In the first. draft of this paper the systems V were required to satisfy a 
further condition, but by extending some arguments of [IS] it can be shown 
to be a consequence of the other conditions. The implication will be stated 
here as a theorem and proved in Section 3.2. 
3.1.1. THEOREM. Let Q = (D; p ,,..., pa: p, ,..., p,) be Q periodic-swtem 
in which DEc,a=Zm+ 1 andsp(p , ,..., pa } = Fm. If D satisfies (CO) and 
9 satisfies (cl) and (c2) then for each integer n > m there exists r” E xln 
and p. E Fnm, such that r;+ , - ry = njn for j = l,..., 2n - 1 and 
*(D - po)h,o > 0. 
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The only explicit examples we know that satisfy the conditions we require 
are the following ones. 
3.1.2. EXAMPLES. Let D, be the right continuous, 2x-periodic function 
defined by 
D*(r) =G for 0 < t < 271. 
For each integer r 2 2 let 
D,(l)=+ s, &OS (kl-I;). 
(This equation holds for r = 1 provided that ?/2x is not an integer). 
The functions D, are well known. D, is piecewise polynomial with knots at 
2kq k an integer. For each I > 1 
D,+ ,@I = Dr+ ,(O) + j; D,(u) duv 
but more significantly from our point of view this relation takes the form 
D r+, =D,*D,- 
Let G9, denote the periodic systems GPr = (D,; 1, 1) (in which a = 1, m = 0). 
That D, satisfies (CO) is obvious. Furthermore it is a standard result of 
approximation theory that D, satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 3.1.1 (see, 
e.g., [ 10, Chap. 81). It is easily verified that the system D, satisfies condition 
(c2). It also satisfies (cl). More precisely we state as a 
3.1.3. THEOREM. For each positive integer r and non-negative integer u 
-g 1; ~l~“.~LJ+, >. 
r 1; r I,..., rzO+, ’ ( 1 
for all < and r in A--zo+, . 
The theorem will be proved in Section 3.2. 
We can now formulate the principal result of this section. It generalises 
those results of [ 2 1 ] which apply to the periodic situation. 
3.1.4. THEOREM. Let 9 = (D; p1 ,..., p,; Pi,..., P,) be a periodic stem 
in which D E C, a = 2m + 1 and sp( p, ,..., p, I= gm, and let T, denote the 
convolution operator in Y(Ew, c’). 
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Suppose that D satisfies (CO) and that the system G? satisfies (cl) and 
(c2). Then for each n > m 
dL.@, gn-,) = a,,-,(T,; gm, a:) = a,,(T,; %,, Wi) 
=k zn-,(TD; Fm, F:, = MT,; C,, C+,> = I@ * ko)(W, 
where r”, corresponding to n, is as in Theorem 3.1.1. 
There is < E zz,, such that c$‘+, - ro = r/n for i = l,..., 2n - 1 and 
(D * &,,j(rp) :O for i = l,..., n. Furthermo;e 
Y ‘.‘.? ( 




,..., a; 0 51 0 ,..., rln ) 
Let po, corresponding to n, be as in Theorem 3.1.1. Let fro be the kernel 
defined by 




q(s) + 5 &D(s - r;): q E F mr g /l,p(rT)=OforpEKM . 
j=l J=I I 
Then (i) p. is a best approximation to D from Knn-, in the L’ norm, 
(ii) Cn’,-, is extremalfor kZn-,(TD; Fm, a$J, 
(iii) Lo is of dimension 2n and is extremal for k&T, ; gm, gk), 
(iv) Tp, is extremal for a,,(T, ; &, @?-d. 
3.1.4. Remarks. (1) TP, is not extremal for az,-,(To;Fm,FA) as 
Km @ p. * (Fi) = TP,(a’,, (cf. Lemma 3.3.1). 
(2) The function D, is not continuous and so the system 8, = 
(Dl ; 1; 1) does not satisfy the conditions of the theorem as stated. It should 
be possible, but cumbersome, to formulate general conditions short of 
continuity, and appropriate variants of the results in Section 2.3 which would 
permit an extension of the theorem to include the system G,. However, the 
systems 8,, r > 2, do satisfy the conditions stated. 
(3) It is appropriate to comment on the particularity of the theorem. 
Suppose that one attempts to apply the arguments to a more general system 
‘r’ = CD; f, ,.-., f, ; g, ,***, &J. At one point one requires a = b. There is a 
crucial step in the (Tikhomirov’s) argument which depends upon M, and N, 
being translation invariant. The only finite dimensional translation invariant 
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subspaces of c’ are spaces of trigonometric polynomials. The final clauses 
(iii) and (iv) require that Nb satisfy a Chebyshev condition (corresponding to 
(C3) of Section 2.1). Therefore the combination of the arguments for all the 
conclusions of the theorem require that Nb = g, and that M, be a space of 
trigonometric polynomials. Little is sacrified by considering only the 
situation M, = N6 = Km. 
(4) The sets LF+ D * g’-k are translation invariant. Therefore any tran- 
slate of &, is extremal for kz,(TD ; Fm, Fs. Thus for the sets F* + D * FA 
there are infinite families of subspaces extremal for some of the Kolmogorov 
widths. 
Outline proof of Theorem 3.1.4. There is a long sequence of inequalities. 
The conclusion of Theorem 3.1.1 is satisfied by D, m, r” E izn and 
POE%-,* It follows that A,, is orthogonal to Fn _, . So equality (I) follows 
easily. Inequality (2) requires no comment. Equality (3) is by the case 
q = co of Proposition 2.1.1. Inequality (4) is a consequence of Lemma 3.3.1. 
Inequalities (5) and (11) are cases of Lemma 1.2.1. Inequality (6) is 
immediate. 
The major step in the proof of the theorem is the proof of inequality (7) 
which we will state and prove as Theorem 3.3.2. The argument is due to 
Tikhomirov [21]. Once we are in possssion of Theorem 3.2.1 the argument 
proceeds almost exactly as in the particular situation discussed by 
Tikhomirov. 
At this point in the argument it follows that (l)-(7) are all equalities. 
Conclusion (i) of the theorem is immediate. It is simple to show that the 
subspace F. + p,, * F-~-G FJ”,- , is extremal for kz, _ ,(T, ; rm, Fj,). 
The step function h,, has the property h,,(t + n/n) = -h,,(t). So the 
continuous function D * &, has the same property and has zeros at the 
points of some co E Jzn as described in the theorem. The assertion that 
6401341 I-6 
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is a consequence of a periodic variant of Lemma 2.3.7. The kernel fi, is now 
defined. Equality (8) (the right-hand side is the mixed norm of the kernel, as 
in Section 2.1) is a consequence of a periodic variant of Theorem 2.3.8. 
Equality (9) is by Proposition 2.1.1 again. The fact that Tp, satisfies the 
defining properties of az,(rD; Km, ati is a consequence of the variant of 
Theorem 2.3.8; this proves inequality (10). It now follows that there is 
equality throughout (l)-( 11). The extremal property (iv) of A, is immediate; 
the properties of & require another return to the variant of Theorem 2.3.8 
and an appeal to Lemma 1.2.l(ii). 
The periodic variants of the results in Section 2.3 are discussed in 
Section 3.2. 
3.2. Condition (cl) 
The entire Section 2.3 applies with little modification to the periodic 
situation. The modifications which are necessary will be described and the 
principal theorem, corresponding to Theorem 2.3.6, will be stated as 
Theorem 3.2.1. The latter part of this section is devoted to proofs of 
Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.1.3. 
A large number of the changes which must be made in order to pass from 
the non-periodic to the periodic situation are simply the replacement of n by 
x’. By this change we obtain conditions (c3), (c4), (c5) and (1?6) 
corresponding to conditions (C3), (C4), (C5) and (C6) of Section 2.1. If 
(c3) is satisfied then b is either zero or an odd integer. 
The one non-trivial change which has to be made is the replacement of the 
kernels G, of 2.3.2 by the sequence of de la Vallee Poussin kernels 
These kernels have properties analogous to those of the kernels G,, and in 
particular 
whenever 1 < u < n and <, r E /i;,+ 1 (the result is due to Polya and 
Schoenberg [ 191, see also [6, Chap. 9, Section 31). If .X is a periodic system 
(with continuous kernel K) which satisfies (Cl), (C2) and (C3) then for each 
integer u it can be approximated by a system W, * iy‘ satisfying a condition 
which we can describe as (Strict Cl(a + 20 + 1)). In this way we can obtain 
a periodic substitute for Theorem 2.3.3. 
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The number S;(f) of cyclic sign changes of a 2n-periodic function f is 
defined by 
S;(f) = sup{2n :f(ri)f(ri+ ,) < Ofori= l,..., 2n and some r E xzn). 
The basic theorem of variation diminishing type is the 
3.2.1. THEOREM. Let X be a periodic system satisfying conditions (cl), 
(c2) and (c3). Suppose that 2a + 1 > b and 
where 5 E /izo, k, E &I,, f is 2n-periodic and integrable over [ 0, 2x], f &, 2 0, 
fEN:and 
20 
x xjg(rj) = 0 
j=l 
for all g E Nt,. 
(i) Zf f -l(O) is a Lebesgue null set and u is zero at the points of 
r E x,, then n < 2p = a - b + 2a. Zf u is zero at the points of r E zi,, then, 
for either E = 1 or E = - 1, wzl > 0. 
(ii) S;(u) ( 2p = a - b + 20. 
Only trivial modifications to the statement of Lemma 2.3.4 and to the 
proofs of Lemma 2.3.4 and Theorem 2.3.6 are necessary. To obtain the 
periodic variants of Lemma 2.3.7 and Theorem 2.3.8 it is only necessary to 
make notational changes in the statements and proofs: substitute appropriate 
conditions, replace A by 2, p and 0 by 2p and 2a, etc. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 3.1.1 and 
3.1.3. The proof of Theorem 3.1.1 requires a sequence of lemmas. It will be 
supposed that B = (D; p ,,..., p, ; p ,,..., p,) is a periodic system in which 
DE~,a=22mf 1 andsp(p 1 ,..., p,} = Fm. The conditions required for each 
lemma will be stated explicitly. 
3.2.2. LEMMA. Let C,une’nt be the complex Fourier series of the real 
function D. If G satisfies conditions (cl) and (2;2) then l,u,,/ > Ju,, + , ] for all 
n > m + 1. Consequently ,u,, # 0 for n > m + 1 and 
for n>m+ 1. 
The proof of the first assertion is a straightforward extension of the proof 
of [6, Chap. 5, Lemma 7.21. It depends only upon Theorem 3.2.1 which is a 
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consequence of (cl), (c2) (and (c3), which is also satisfied). If ,u,, = 0 for 
some n > m + 1 then it follows that D is a trigonometric polynomial, which 
contradicts (c2). Thus ,u, # 0 for n > m + 1 and the final assertion follows 
easily. 
3.2.3. LEMMA. Suppose that L? satisfies (cl) and (c2). If n > m and 
qEFn then S;(D-q)<2n+2. 
The corresponding statement in the case a = 0 is [ 18, Theorem 2.4 ]. The 
proof is an extension of that in [ 181. Consider q E Fn. Then, by Lemma 
3.2.2. q = q, + D * q2 for some q, E Fm and q2 E Fin Fn. Define f, E LX 
by 
f,(t) = r. 0 <t < l/r, 
= 0, l/r < t < 27~ 
Thenf, can be written asf,=f,, +f,> withf,, E Fm, frZ E F-i. Then 
and 
D*fr, -41 ET,,. frz - 92 = L - (f,, + 42). 
Nowf,, + qz E ‘3;, and S;(f,, + q2) < 2n. Therefore, for all sufficiently large 
r, S; (frz - q2) < 2n + 2 (one requires r > ]] f,, + q2 I]). It then follows from 
Theorem 3.2.l(ii) that S;(D * f, - q) < 2n + 2. The conclusion of the 
lemma follows by going to the limit as r--t co. 
If the function D satisfies (CO) then the conclusion of Lemma 3.2.3 can be 
strengthened. 
3.2.4. LEMMA. Suppose that D satisfies (CO) and that G satisfies (cl) 
and(~2).Ifn~m+l,p,E~~,_,andD-p,iszeroatthepointsofsE/i;, 
then k < 2n. If k = 2n then &(D - p,)K > 0. 
Proof. It follows from condition (CO) that if (D - p,,)(s) = 0 then D - p0 
takes non-zero values in each of the intervals (s - 6. s) and (s, s + 6) for 
each 6 > 0. 
Suppose that (D - p,)&,. 2 0. where r’ E R,,. By Lemma 3.2.3 there are 
such p and r’ and 2p < 2n. If 2p = 2n then r’ must account for all the zeros 
of D - pO, for otherwise S;(D - p0 - E) > 2n for some small E of 
appropriate sign, and this contradicts Lemma 3.2.3. Thus if 2p = 2n then 
k < 2n. If 2p Q 2n - 2 then there exists p E Fn _, which is zero at the points 
of r’ and at no points other than translates of these by multiples of 2n. 
Suppose [r;, r; + 27r) contains r zeros of D - p0 distinct from r; ,..., rip. 
Then for small E of appropriate sign S,(D - p,, + cp) > 2p + 2r. Therefore 
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2p+r<2p+2r<2n.‘Thusk<2p+r,<2nandifk=2nthenr=Oandr’ 
can be replaced by r. The proof of the lemma is complete. 
3.2.5. LEMMA. If D E c then for some s and some p0 E gn _, 
p,, (s+$n)=D (s+$r) 
forj=O, l,..., 2n- 1. 
Proof: Let 
M=](p(O),p(+) )..., p(yr)):pEf+R’“. 
Then M is a hyperplane in I?“’ and 
M= {Cl ,,“.,rZn)E~2”:a,r,+...+a,,~2,=O} 
for some a, ,..., a2,, . Now (l,..., 1) E M and therefore a, + ... + a2,, = 0. 
Define a mapping o: I? + R2” by 
(D(S)= (D(s),D (~+$T),...,D (s+~x)). 
It will be shown that {o(s): s E R) is not contained in either of the open half- 
spaces determined by M. For suppose on the contrary that 
for all s E R. Then, by taking 
2n - 1 
s = 0, l-n,..., ___ n 
n n 
in turn and summing, we obtain the inequality 
(a, + .a. + a2J D(0) + D) 1, + ( (n ) .+.+D(+z)) >O, 
which contradicts the fact that a, + .-. + a,, = 0. That D is continuous 
implies that a, is continuous. Therefore, for some s, o(s) EM. That is, for 
some s and some p E gn-,-, 
640/34/1-l 
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D (s+$)=p +) for j=0,...,2n- I. 
The conclusion of the lemma now follows with p,,(t) = p(t - s). 
Theorem 3.1.1 now follows from Lemmas 3.2.5 and 3.2.4. 
We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.1.3. The first steps consist of 
computations for the system P, = (0, ; 1; 1). 
3.2.6. PROPOSITION. (i) Let 5, < r2 < .a. < r, < 5,+, = r, + 271 and 
r,<u,<u,<**. -c u, < r, + 2~. Then 
9 
( 
1: U~,...,Uo = i-1 
) 
ifT,<U, <rz<... < r. < u, < r, + 271, 
I 1: r,,..., t, 10 otherwise. 
(ii) Let r,<r,<~..<r,,+,(t2~+2=r,+2~ and r,,<u, -=c 
112 < .*. < uzcr < r1 + 2~. Zf [r,, rj+ ,)n (u ,,..., u,,} = 0 and [rk, Tk+,)n 
iu , ,..., u?,} is one point for k f j then 
y 1; u, ,...) uzo 
’ 0;s r , 1.-q r2, + l ) 
= (-I)‘+’ &+’ du. 
TI 
(The reason for the form of the right-hand side will be found in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2.7.) 
Ifj#kand ([rj,rj+,)U[rk,rk+,))n(u,,...,u,,}=lzr then 
Y, 
i 
1; 2.4, ,.... UIO 
1 
= 0. 
0; rl ,...y rzo+, 
ProoJ (i) [r,, r, + 27~) = (J;=, [r,, r.,+ ,). Either each subinterval contains 
one of the points u, ,..., u,orthereisajsuchthat[rj,rj+,)n(u,,...,u,}=O. 
In the latter case 
D~(u, - rj) - D,(Ili - r,+ 1) = -( 1/2n)(rj+ 1 - r,), 
and in the (a + 1) x (a + 1) determinant 
i = I,..., 0, 
‘2, 
1: u,,..., u, ( 1; 5, ,...,r, 1 
Col(j + 2) - Col(j + 1) is a multiple of Co1 1 and the determinant is zero 
(we interpret Co1 o + 2 = Co1 1). If 5, ,< u, < 5: < . . . < r. < u, < 5, + 2n 
then 
D,(ui-rj)-D,(u~-r,+,)=-~(r.,i, --rj) for i # j. 
= 1 -21;;(rJ+,-rj) for i= j. 
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The conclusion is this case follows after performing in succession the column 
operations Col(j + 1) + (1/2n)(rj+, - rj) Co1 1 for j = 2, 3,..., o - 1 and u. 
(ii) Suppose that [rj,7j+l)n {u,,..., uzo} =a. Then 
for i = l,.... 2~. If k #j and also [s,, rk+ ,) f-~ (I(, ,..., I(~,} = 0 then it is easily 
seen that 
Now suppose that [7k, rk+ ,) n {u,,.,,, uzo} is one point for k # j. Then, by 
the column operations Col(j + 1) - Co1 j, we have 
2, ( 1; u, ,..., uzo 0; t, ,.. 7 SZo+ 11 
(-I) 
j rj+, - 5. 
2lT Jg1 1: r,t:.,:;;1:.“:;, +, ) ( 
if j = l,..., 2a 
-L7 
= 
'j+ - I 7j c\ 
( 
1; 24, ,..., U,, 
2n -J1 1: T?,..., zzo+, 1 




for j = l,..., 20 + 1. 
where the final equation is by (i) and the fact that 
This completes the proof of (ii). 
3.2.7. THEOREM. If X = (K; 1; 1) let D.3 denote the system 
(K*D,:l;l). Thenifs,~r2~...<~2,+,(r2,+z=s,+2~, 
Proof: The determinant on the left can be expanded by its first row, and 
each term in the expansion by its first column. The basic composition 
formula (2.3.1) can then be applied to each term. The penultimate step 
depends upon Proposition 3.2.6(ii). 
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Let A = ((u, ,..., u,,):r,~u,<u,<...<u,,<r,+2n)and 
Aj = ((u, ,..., u&J: 5, < u, < u* < “* < u*, < 5, + 2n, 
card[r,, rk+,)fI (U ,,..., u,,} = 1 fork#j}. 
Then 
u2, 
5, ,..., rj,.... r?,+, 
du, +‘a duzO 
The order of integration and summation can now be interchanged, and the 
conclusion of the theorem follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1.3. First consider the case r = 1. Suppose that ( = 
G v...1 t2,+ ,> and 5 = (r,,..., rzo+ ,> are in x2o+, . If r, < t,, tzo+, < r, + 272 
then, by Proposition 3.2.6(i) 
The general case follows by periodicity and cyclic permutation. 
Now Dr+, = D, * D, so the theorem follows by induction using Theorem 
3.2.7. 
3.3. The Completion of the Proof of Theorem 3.1.4 
In this section inequalities (4) and (7) of Section 3.1 will be proved. 
Throughout this section it will be assumed that the conditions of 
Theorem 3.1.4 are satisfied. The integer n > m will be fixed and r” E xl,, 
(59, I - r: = x/n for j = l,..., 2n - 1) will be as in Theorem 3.1.1. 
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IfpEKnTn, thenp*d$c5n-,_,n6hand 
dim(p*df;3((2n-l)-(2m- 1). 
Consequently the convolution operator T, does not satisfy the defining 
conditions of 
az,-,(To;~~,6~=inf()lT,- T’ll: T’EY(txC,& 
dim T’(d$ < 2n - 1, r, G T’(ai)). 
However inequality (4) of Section 3.1, 
inf IIT,-T,(I~a,,-,(T,;~~,~~, 
Peg”-, 
follows from the following simple lemma which we state, without proof, in 
the notation of Section 1.2. 
3.3.1. LEMMA. Let T’ E 4p(E, F), M, c F, Ni G E and suppose that 
dim(T’(Ni) n M,) = a and dim T’(Nk) < rx). Then given E > 0 there exists 
T, E Y(E, F) such that II T’ - TJ < E, M, G T,(Nk) and 
dim T,(Ni) < dim T’(N,i) + (a - a). 
It now remains only to prove the 
3.3.2. THEOREM. If the conditions of Theorem 3.1.4 are satisfied then 
k,,(T,; Fm, ajj > IID * &II,. 
If D * /izO = 0 there is nothing to prove, so we suppose D * A,, # 0. 
The proof involves a sequence of lemmas. For each s E R define 
P,: c-R*” by 
PJ = (f(s)J(s+J,...,f(s+~.)). 
The space R”’ will be given the max norm. 
3.3.3. LEMMA. If L is a subspace of c’ and dim L = 2n then, for some 
s E R, P,(L) # R2”. 





Then A is continuous, A(s + x/n) = -A(s) and therefore A(s) = 0 for some 
s E R. The conclusion of the lemma now follows. 
3.3.4. LEMMA. Let F be the linear space offunctions f E t”( ~7 E-i such 
that f is a step function with points of discontinuity contained in those of z,,,. 
ThendimF=2n-(2m+ 1). 
Proof: Let x, be the 2n-periodic function defined by 
XjCt) = l for tE [r,O,$+n/n) 
=o for t E [ri, r)1 + n/n), k zj. 
Then F = Kin sp(x, ,..., x,,,). A direct calculation shows that the matrix 
h PIh<i<n,L<,<Zn (recall that Km = sp{ p, ,..., p,}) is of rank a = 2m + 1. 
The conclusion of the lemma follows. 
3.3.5. LEMMA. Let s be a point such that I(D * h,,)(s)1 = 11D * &,,ll,,. If 
fEFandkEF,then 
IIPs(k + D * f )II, 2 IID * hll, Ilf lloc 1
Proof. Note that (D * h,,)(s + j/n) = &(-1)’ IID * z,Oll,. Suppose that 
there exists f E F with Ilf IlcT = 1 and k E gm such that 
IIP,(k + D *f )II, < IID *~Ar,~ 
Then, by considering the values of the functions D * h,, f (k + D * f) at 
s + (j/n)71 (j = O,..., 2n - 1). we find that 
S;(D*h,,*(k+D*f))>2n 
for either choice of sign. Now f E F and )I f (lot = 1 so f must take one of the 
values f 1 on one of the intervals of constancy (79,rT + x/n) (j = l,..., 2n). 
So we choose E = f 1 so that fi,, + .zf is zero on one of these intervals. It now 
follows from Theorem 3.2.1 (ii) that 
S;(k + D * (ii,, + cf )) < 2n - 2. 
This is a contradiction and the lemma is proved. 
3.3.6. LEMMA. Let W= gm f D * <aAn (Lx),) and let s be as in 
Lemma 3.3.5. Then 
P,(w) =, IID * koll, . (‘Q*“), . 
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Proof. Consider the composite linear mapping 
grn x F 
(kf)-rk+D*f , c ps ) R2”. 
The composite is injective by Lemma 3.3.5 and the Chebyshev (Haar) 
property of gm. By Lemma 3.3.4, dim Km x F = 2n and so the composite 
mapping is an isomorphism. 
If zElR2” and 11 z lloo < 11 D * K,,II, then z = P&k + D * f) for some 
(k,f) E Fm x F and, by Lemma 3.3.5, 
IlD * hll, > Ilzll, > IID * k&x Ilfll,~ 
Therefore Ilfll, < 1 and k + D * f E W. 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 3.3.2 
If Tel : c’+ c’ is the translation operator defined by (T,, f )(s) = f (s - A) 
then TA is an isometric isomorphism and TA(w) = W. 
Suppose that L is a subspace of c’ and dim L = 2n. It must be shown that 
Now S(W, L) = 6( W, T,L). So, by Lemma 3.3.3, we can replace L by 
T,(L), for a suitable choice of A, and we may suppose that P,(L) # I?*“. 
Now, using Lemma 3.3.6, 
&WY L) > W,(w), P,(L)) 
2 4lD * koll CR’“), 9 P,(L)) 
= IID * &4 . U~2n), P,(L)) 
= II D * &,oll. 
The proof is complete. 
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